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Abstract: This discussion points out that the available data of the Lake Ha! Ha! Dam failure, classified
as useful for models’ validation purposes by Aureli et al. (2021), present serious shortcomings that
should move the Lake Ha! Ha! Dam from Aureli et al.’s well-documented test cases to cases with
partial or inaccurate datasets.
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1. Introduction

In [1], Aureli et al. presented a “review of the historical dam-break events for which
real-field datasets useful for validation purposes can be retrieved in the literature” [1]. To
this end “The resulting real-field test cases are divided into well-documented test cases,
for which extensive and complete data are already available, and cases with partial or
inaccurate datasets. Type and quality of the available data are specified for each case” [1]

In this discussion, the authors point out that the Lake Ha! Ha! Dam should not appear
in the class of “well-documented historical dam-breaks found in the literature for which
the writers have deemed the available data adequate to validate numerical models” [1]. In
fact, Aureli et al. classified the well-documented dam-break test cases in Table 1 of their
paper, and they included the Lake Ha! Ha! Dam in this category. A closer look to the data
provided in [2] show that the data for the Lake Ha! Ha! Dam should not be used for the
whole river reach.

2. Available Data

Of the cited references by Aureli et al. [1], Capart et al. [2] summarized most of the
data related to the Ha! Ha! River. At 370 positions along the river from the Ha! Ha! Lake to
the Saguenay River, they provided the cross-sections before and after the 1996 downpour.
Moreover, a gradation curve valid for the first 10 km of the reach was published later [3].

3. Previous Models

Most of the researchers tried to capture the trend of the morphological changes. El
Kadi and Paquier presented a 1D model claiming that it captured the changes “very well”,
even at the Perron Fall location [4]. At this location, most of the researchers have difficulties
obtaining acceptable results. The “observed” available huge erosion, just upstream of
Perron Falls, could not be modeled by AlQasimi and Mahdi [5], and after forcing data
validation, they discovered the erroneous provided cross-sections just upstream of Perron
Fall. More recently, for the same data set, Martínez-Aranda [6] blamed the limitations of
their developed model on not capturing the “observed” morphological changes, instead of
questioning the used available data of Capart et al. [2].
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4. Data Shortcomings

Several authors have used the Capart et al. [2] data as mentioned by Aureli et al. [1].
Some of the provided cross-sections must be excluded from the data set. In fact, at the
validation stage, it is easy to verify that some provided cross-sections are erroneous or
incomplete [5]. Moreover, tworiver reaches require special consideration when using the
available data. The lake’s dam did not fail, but a secondary dike, the Cut-Away dike,
did, and the water flow created a new 2.5-kilometer path through a forest. In this zone,
trees were removed, and huge erosion occurred due to the flowing waterpower. This is
a debris flow that cannot be simulated using the Saint-Venant equations. Nevertheless,
all the used models were simulated this case as if the water flowed over an area without
trees. The provided cross-sections in this area were given assuming no trees. The second
zone needing special attention is located 22 km downstream of the Cut-Away dike, just
upstream of Perron Falls, where, as noted in [5], “a new river path was created during the
1996 flood. The available initial cross-sections are along the old riverbed, and the available
post-flood cross-sections are along the new river path. Hence, in this zone, the pre-flood
cross-sections provided in [2] are not the right ones to use for the simulations. Once this
river zone is excluded, only the upper reach, 8.4 km long, can be modeled”. In fact, one
needs a hydraulics control as a downstream boundary condition for simulating the flood.
The only available control, a waterfall, is located 8.4 km from the Cut-Away dike. Hence,
only the first 8.4 km can be used for models based on the Saint-Venant equations, assuming
no debris flow in the first 2.5 km at the beginning of the failure flood.

5. Conclusions

Aureli et al. [1] are to be commended for their “review of the historical dam-break
events for which real-field datasets useful for validation purposes can be retrieved in the
literature” as this is the first paper summarizing these events. However, the original paper
included the Lake Ha! Ha! Dam in this category. This should not be the case because the
existing data have the following shortcomings:

- Some of the cross-sections are erroneous. Even if visualization of the cross-sections
allows the identification of the erroneous ones, uncertainty persists regarding the
validity of the remaining ones;

- Debris flow occurred during the failure flood. The failure of a secondary dike created a
new path for the water in an existing forest leading to huge erosion and removal of trees;

- During the flood, 22 km downstream the secondary dike, just upstream of Perron
Falls, a new river path was created, rending the use of the available cross-sections
useless for any validation case study.

- The only existing hydraulics control upstream of Perron Falls is located 8.4 km away
from the failed dike.

The only possible use of the Lake Ha! Ha! Dam data is limited to the first 8.4 km of the
37 km of provided cross-sections. Moreover, an additional assumption, negligible debris
flow duration, is needed to use a model based on the Saint-Venant equation. The Lake Ha!
Ha! Dam case should be classified under Aureli et al.’s cases with partial or inaccurate
datasets and not in their well-documented test cases.
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